Best Android Smartphone of the Year
Let’s start with Samsung Galaxy S3. Among other Smartphone with Android technology,
Samsung S3 is what people can say as the best one. Show up with 4.0 Ice cream sandwich
android version and can be updates with 4.1 Jelly Bean Android version later, this Smartphone is
the things that people still go after. It has plenty of specification that capture people eyes such as
1280x720 super amoled display, multiple storage options, micro SD support and other kind of
features that make it on the list of best android Smartphone of the year.
Then of course there is HTC One X. this is one of that come from AT&T and become one of the
most popular Smartphone of the year. It comes with some features such as NVIDIA Tegra 3
quad core clocked @ 1.5 GHz and Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich. The quad core experience
is one of the best thing that make the whole thing goes even better. It has gone to higher level
when the HTC One X+ comes in the market as the newer version of HTC One X.
What about Motorola Droid Raz Maxx HD. With Ice Cream Sandwich the 4,o Android version,
this Smartphone bring up whole new level about long life battery that was perfect for those who
don’t want to be bothered by bring their Smartphone charger everywhere. Unique design that it
have and sturdy case (the best one in its class) that makes it pretty great to bring on for some
adventure.
Samsung did it again with the Samsung Galaxy Note 2. Large screen (5.5 inches) is perfect for
those who want to have larger screen but don’t want to buy a new tablet. It was released with the
latest version on Android, the 4.1 Jelly Bean version, 2 GB of RAM that make it easier to do
multitasking on this Smartphone and S-Pen that allow the user to draw smoothly on it.
ZTE Era is next on the list. Famous for its budget conscious price, this brand along with Huawei
is the threat for the established brand such as Samsung and HTC, where there are still plenty
surprise that will come on their new product and give the user more options of Android
Smartphone.
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